
Granny Hexagon Mini-stocking  

These mini-stockings are cute and quick to make.  

Materials  

Worsted weight yarn in Christmas colors — scraps are fine.  

Christmas variegated looks really nice! Size 

I crochet hook  

Short version:  

Make a 3 round Granny Hexagon, changing colors for each row if desired. Work a row of 

single or half double crochet along one side, (top of stocking) make a hanging loop with 10 

chains.  

Fold in half to make an L shape, slipstitch along the remaining 2 sides. Work tails under.  

More detailed version:  

As in a regular Granny Square, stitches are worked around chains, not into them. A hexagon has 

6 sides and corners, rather than 4 sides like a square. Once you set up sides and corners, it’s just 

like any other Granny.  

  

Set up row: leaving a 6-to-8-inch tail, chain 6, join into a ring  

Round one:  Set up the 6 sides - Chain 3 (counts as first double crochet), working 

over the tail, make 2 more double crochets, chain 1, *3 double crochets, chain 1* 

repeat from * to * to make a total of 6 granny clusters, slip stitch to top of the 

chain 3 starting stitch to join. If changing colors, fasten off and work ends under.  

  

Round 2:  Makes the 6 corners - If joining a new color, start with an “air stitch” 

double crochet — (see note below) in one of the chain one spaces from Round 1. If 

not changing colors, chain 3 as in Round 1. Make 2 more doubles in the same 

space, chain one (second half of first corner made) *3 doubles, chain 1, 3 doubles, 

chain 1 in next chain one space* repeat from * to * to make 5 more complete 

corners, make 3 doubles in first space to complete first half of first corner. Join  

with a slip stitch. If changing colors, fasten off and work ends under.  



Round 3:  Just as in a square, work corners in corners from previous round, make 

one cluster for each side — start as for Round 2, making second half of first 

corner, chain 1, *3 doubles into next chain space, chain 1, 3 doubles, chain 1, 3 

doubles, chain 1 in next chain one space to make corner,*  repeat from * to * for 

remaining sides, finish by working first half of first corner. Do not fasten off.  

  

Before folding in half, if you want the center hole of your hexagon to be 

smaller, thread the starting tail through the center stitches to draw them tight. 

This makes things gather up a little and not lie flat, but you are about to fold 

in half anyway.  

  

 

Top of stocking: turn, single or half double in every stitch along one side. At end of that side, 

chain 10, join into first chain to form a hanging loop. Fold in half to form an L shape. Slip stitch 

seam the back and foot of the mini stocking. Work tails under.  

A larger stocking can be made by making more rounds, just like a regular Granny Square.  

Note: a really nice way to join a new color in Granny squares is an “air stitch.” Make a slipknot 

with the new color, put it on your hook. Rotate it so a second loop appears on your hook. Insert 

hook where new stitch is desired, yarn over, form a double crochet. Nifty, yes? 

 


